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Layla B-D and Abby R. earned medals 
for  their drawings at the Academic Track 
meet on Saturday. 

 Academic Games 
By: Brooklyn H. 

 
On March 17th CPS hosted the      

Academic Track Meet, the team took      
3rd place overall for the first time in 7         
years. Some of the participants were      
Macy M. who took 2nd place in       
Math/Basic Problem Solving and in     
Geography, Chloe D. placed 2nd in      
Life Science and was part of the       
group Improvisation in which got 2nd      
place. Tristan P. placed 3rd in      
Geography, Current Events and was     
also part of the group improvisation,      
also Isabella S-C. took 1st place in       
Grammar and Dramatic Reading.    
Abby R. took 2nd place in Black and        
White Drawing and 4th in the Color       
Sketching. Layla B-D. took 3rd in      
Color Sketching and 3rd in her Vocal       
Solo, Tarrah B. took 3rd in Google       
Slides and was a part in the group        
improvisation. Good job to all of the       
participants! 
 
_____________________________ 
 
 
 

   
  

 

 

 

CPS Tiger Pride!!! 

         DSO Honors Band 
By: Layla D 

 
On March 19th, Macy M, Isabella C,       
Julia C, and Layla D went to the        
Detroit Symphony Honors band for     
middle school. The participants    
were put into a small band and       
performed three songs. The program     
took all day long. They provided a       
pizza dinner at five pm. The      
performance was from 6:30 to 7:30. I       
played percussion, and I was in the       
Granger group with the other CPS      
students. I recommend this program     
for kids in band.  
  
_____________________________ 

    Rosie The Riveter  
By: Trenton M. 

 
This Thursday, Friday, and    

Saturday the play Rosie The Riveter      
will be held at the CPS high school        
at 8:00. The play is about the       
Americas in World War II when the       
women had to do all of the work in         
the factories. Rosie is played by      
Daelyn W. Her boyfriend will be      
performed by Zack N. The play is       
directed by I. Lee Cork. The play is        
performed by the members of     
Theatre 13. Tickets are $4 for      
students and $5 for adults.  
___________________________________ 
  

 

The jr. high quiz bowl team took 
1st place at the meet on Tuesday. 

 
_____________________________ 

 Editorial: Elementary Basketball 
By:Hunter N. 

The CPS elementary had a      
basketball scrimmage on March 16.     
The game was a tie 8 to 8. It turned          
out to be not such a good game        
because one student threw the     
basketball at other student and hit      
his face. Then a different student      
threw the basketball at the back of       
the player’s head. I think that it's a        
shame that some kids were poor      
sports and threw a basketball at      
another player. Playing sports is     
supposed to teach teamwork. 
____________________________ 
Legendary British Physicist  Stephen 

Hawking Died at 76 
By Braedin S 

On March 14th the world mourned      
the loss of one of the smartest minds        
ever. He was born on the 139       
birthday of Einstein. In his life he       
became famous. He was born in      
Oxford England in 1942. For him      
collage was easy like making mac      
and cheese. He died from ALS.      
He discovered black holes.  
_____________________________ 
Remember: 
 
Spring Break Starts Friday, March     
30 

 



 

 
  

 
  

 

 Richest guy in the world  

            By: Sophia B   
 
 
On January 8, 2018, as Amazon       

Inc.’s stock soared to an all-time high       
of $1250 a share, its founder and       
CEO Jeff Bezos, who owns 17% of       
the company, replaced Microsoft    
billionaire Bill Gates to become the      
world’s richest person. Since then,     
the company’s stock has risen an      
additional 20 percent, increasing the     
business man's, net worth from $105      
billion to $125 billion! That mean that       
is more than the GDP of over 125 of         
the world’s 195 nations. 
 

     How Old TV’s Work 
 

By: Justin D. 
 

Usually when we think of TVs, we think of flat screens, curved screens             
4k TVs, and everything in between; But what about old TVs we used about              
25 years ago? Well, that’s what this article is about! 

Old TVs are known under the term ‘CRT’ or Cathode Ray Tube;            
Usually in every room in CPS will have one of these somewhere mounted             
on the wall. These screens produce electrons using a vacuum tube with            
very high voltage to project electrons onto a thick piece of glass about an              
inch thick to draw the display or picture. These electrons can be guided by              
copper coils which act like electromagnets. But, due to the high voltage,            
these screens are considered unsafe and can shock you with very high            
voltage. If you have an old CRT TV, try to donate it and get an ‘LCD’ TV. 

Modern TVs are known under the term ‘LCD’ or Liquid Crystal Display.            
These screens use pixels with a certain amount of light, and certain            
amounts of green, blue, and red. These screens also can be used as touch              
screens too. 
  

 The World's First Pig Artist Pigcasso 
 

By.Hailey 

Though pigs may never fly, a      
two-year-old hog in Franschhoek,    
South Africa is proving they sure can       
paint. Pigcasso is the world’s first      
known pig artist whose masterpieces     
are selling for thousands of dollars to       
benefit Farm Sanctuary S.A., Africa’s     
only registered shelter for rescued     
farm animals.  
 

A Movie Review of Justice League  
 

By: Logan H. 
 

The movie Justice League is a movie for 11 and up and has 4 out of 5 stars.                  
This movie shares a positive message, has positive role models, has           
violence, some language, drinking, drugs, smoking, and consumerism. The         
movie has flash, Batman, Wonder Woman, Cyborg, Superman, and         
Aquaman. These superhero save the day from a giant monster that is after             
the mother cubes. In the movie they have to bring superman back to life              
because the couldn't win. So I really recommend this movie for you if you              
are older than 10. 

Houston wins world series and gets      
revenge on the hurricane 

 
By:Nik L. 

Houston residents recovering from    
the hurricane get something that lifts      
their spirits and gives them     
something to celebrate.The fans    
lined the streets of Houston and      
celebrated the first time the 56 year       
old team has won the championship.      
I guess them winning got revenge on       
the hurricane after all. 
 
 

 

Unadoptable Rescue Dog Makes History As The First Deaf Member of 
Washington’s K-9 Unit  

By:Julia Welsh 
Ghost, a pit bull mix is making headlines for being the first deaf dog to join                
the K-9 team in Washington state’s and probably the whole country’s           
history. His journey began when the three month old puppy was brought to             
Swamp Haven Rescue Center and animal control officers put him on the            
unadoptable list which means he would’ve had to been put down. Swamp            
Haven volunteers were not ready to give up on Ghost. Ghost was moved to              
Olympic Peninsula Humane Society. They reached out to Barb Davenport a           
K-9 programer manager. Davenport decided Ghost was perfect drug dog.          
The once unadoptable dog has a happy home with handler Joe Henderson. 

 
 
  

 

 
 



 

Antonio Brown 
By Daniel 

Antonio Brown was born July 1988,      
he is 29 and born in Miami, Florida.        
He is 5´ 10´´, he can run a 40 yard          
dash 4.47. He graduated from     
Central Michigan University. He has     
9,910 receiving yards, He has 59      
receiving touchdowns, He has 2,932     
total return yards, He has 5 return       
touchdowns. He has been in 6 pro       
bowls. He is one of the of the best         
football players in the NFL. 

New England Patriots and Tom Brady 
 Hope To Make history At Super Bowl 53 

By: Easton C. 
 
New England Patriots will begin making history by showing up at Minnesota 
bank U.S Stadium. My opinion for the super Bowl 53 is that there going to 
make a comeback to a team that will make to the Super Bowl. The 
defensive coach, Matt Patricia is going to the Detroit Lions for head coach. I 
hope the Patriots do good without him. That is my opinion for the Super 
Bowl 53. 

Bioluminescent Plants.  
Adam Paul. 

The MIT have begun working on      
bioluminescent plants to hopefully    
replace lamps. Though the first     
experiment only had a 10 centimeter      
radius and lasted for only 45 minutes       
they have been working on making it       
bright and last longer. They also plan       
to add an “Off switch” to the plants to         
save the ‘energy.’  

Formula E Car And Cheetah Face Off in Epic Drag Race 
By: Violet J. 

 
A week before the December 2 season-opening race of the 2017 FIA             

Formula Championship, Techeetah team driver Jean-Éric Vergne got        
behind the wheel for an unusual challenge. The French driver, who placed            
fifth at the 2016 FIA championship, tested his driving skills against the            
world’s fastest land animal – the cheetah. And, unlike the Michael Phelps            
race against a shark earlier this year, this one did not rely on a CGI               
animated replica. 
 
 

 
 

 My Opinion on Violent Games 
By: Caleb M. 

I'm fairly sure everyone here has played a game with blood or violence in it,               
but there are some games that take it to the extreme. Games like Manhunt              
and Manhunt II were so bad they got BANNED in some countries. The main              
point of the game was to hunt down and brutally murder a bunch of men.               
Butchering them in a more violent way got you more points. When games             
take it to a level of violence where it's banned from a country, I think it’s an                 
ok idea to keep your kids away from it. So that's my opinion on violent               
games.  Have a good day. 
 

Paper Mario Color Splash 
By Randy H 

 
There’s a mystery on Prism Island.      
The solution? Mario someone's been     
draining the color from Prism Island!      
Can you help Mario unravel the      
mystery and use the power of paint       
to restore the island. The game is       
rated 7.3 this game is rated E for        
everyone. 

Agar.io 
By: Ethan S 

 
This is a computer game where you are blob that has has to eat tiny               

pellets to get bigger. Then you have to eat other people when you get big               
enough. Then make sure you watch out for the viruses they can pop you              
and split you into smaller pieces but you can combine again but it takes a               
minute. This game can get very hard though you can do party mode where              
you can do teaming and and split running. Split running is when you split              
into your buddy and you keep splitting into each other to gain mass. There              
is also daily challenges where you can get coins to buy power-ups and then              
you can start out bigger or get more coins for eating pellets and then you               
get new skins. 

 

 


